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Dear children,

The time has come for all the children of Mary, regardless of whether they are consecrated to My
Heart or not, in any nation, in any place on the planet, as well as in any language, to be able to pray
to My Immaculate Heart.

Until now, children, everything lived and experienced by the local, regional, and international
groups of prayer has been a preparation. Therefore, through the Association that I have founded,
with the cooperation of the Sector of Diffusion and the official support of Mercy Mary TV, your
Heavenly Mother wishes to implement a real base for the transmissions of prayers among the
different peoples of the nations of the world.

My aspiration is to communicate, through the meetings of prayer, to the five continents among each
other, and with these transmissions to unite all the hearts and families of the world that, in more
than thirty countries, accompany, until now, the Work of the Divine Messengers.

For this reason, the mission of the planetary Light-Network will be able to embrace all My other
children of the world who need to learn to pray from the heart and who do not know how to do it.

This mission of praying and of uniting the nations and the peoples must also be periodically
diffused in the social networks so that more and more souls in the world may unite to pray for
peace.

If, as from now, a basis could be adequately managed and organized for this new cycle of prayers
with the different regions of the world, this would help to attract from the Universe immense Graces
for all, and the different countries would be spiritually benefited.

For this reason, your Heavenly Mother opens for this new cycle the regular task of the prayers for
all; this will make the souls build inside of themselves a praying discipline capable of help in the
events of the life of the people and of their families.

It will be necessary, in this new phase, to learn to pray in the different languages of the five
continents, maintaining as a foundation the following languages: Spanish, English, Portuguese,
German and Korean.

For all the efforts lived,

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


